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An illustrated drawing of the waterproof box
placed at the bottom of the V-fin.

V-fin 10
Images photographed 10m underwater using the V-fin.
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Part I Foreword

I. As underwater environment remains a rather complex and hazard-pone

place, Prof. Tien Wen-min of Chung Shan University Oceanic

environmental engineering research institute has pointed out

that underwater environment's physical characteristics include,

(I) Inertia: The water body is unable to provide oxygen that

humans need.

(II) Low temperature:  the water temperature is relatively

lower and with a higher relative heat, which tends to cause

the human body to suffer from hypothermia.

(III) Poor visibility and light penetration:  the range of light

penetration is determined by the clarity of the water body,

which is approximately several meters; in opaque water

body or when the bottom silt is disturbed, the visibility

often reduces to a few centimeters or even down to zero.

(IV) Abnormal setting pressure:  the hydraulic pressure tends

 to increase as one goes deeper, one barometric pressure

for every 10 meters down, and abnormal setting pressure

tends to cause thrombosis.

(V) Fluidity: the fluidity of the seawater tends to hinder the

operation.

II. As a result, the foresaid characteristics also suggest there are

certain difficulties in underwater photography.  To gauge from

the photography theory, underwater photography does not

differ from land photography that much, yet the major dis-

tinction lie in that light passes through a different medium,

one being the air, and the other being the water.  Besides that,

underwater photography needs to take into account the hy-

draulic pressure before percolation sets in.  As a result, the wa-

tertight demand becomes a critical issue, and the quality of

watertight gadgets can hinder the life cycle of the equipment,

and the quality of filming.

III. Underwater photography is generally conducted via the

following means,

(I) Direct photography by divers

As curtailed by physical constraints, coupled with the

foresaid underwater setting characteristic, humans' ac-

tivities in the sea are greatly limited, and are often dan-

gerous and time sensitive.

(II) By underwater remotely operated carriers

Which can be divided into remotely operated vehicle

(ROV) and autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV), and

a major advantage of both lies in that the controller can

control the vehicle by using a control box or a control

lever aboard a ship or at the shore; it offers simple navi-

V-fin
The makeup of the camera and the V-fin.
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gability and is able to capture images through the cam-

era that the vehicle carries.  The only setback is the ex-

pensive cost, and the imported units make repair and

maintenance difficult.

(III)By improved V-fin carrier

The appearance of a V-fin carrier resembles a space

shuttle's carrier device, where the streamlined design

serves to reduce the drag force, making it easier to glide

through in the water.  The bottom of the V-fin has a hol-

low chamber, which can be used to contain the

equipment, and is once used to house an acoustic Dop-

pler current profiler (ADCP) for measuring ocean

currents.  The device is later jointly modified by Central

Police University and National Taiwan University, re-

fitting the V-fin with varied instrument, and has been

designed to be surface buoyant and submersible V-fins,

making it more widely adaptable.

IV. The experiment pertains to utilizing the combination of the

waterproof digital camera and the V-fin for conducting field

underwater photography in anticipation of creating a maxi-

mum yield under limited budget, addressing to safety, prac-

ticality and environmental characteristics.  In light that the

seas around the southern Taiwan's Kenting area are home

to the most precious marine ecology - the coral reefs

ecosystem, which also falls under the Coast Guard Admin-

istrations' marine environment protection and conservation

work as required by law, a written document  has been

made with the Maritime Patrol Directorate General for the

Hengtsuen Maritime Patrol Corps to dispatch a 20T near-

coast patrol boat to render assistance for the experiment

expedition.

Part II Experiment design

I. Given that V-fin has an empty cavity at the bottom, this has

led to the concept of having a waterproof box mounted to the

cavity, and the water-resistant camera can then be placed

within, which pertains to a waterproof box made of clear sheet

acrylic, with a cover fashioned out of think sheet silicon with

emulsified grease (waterproof grease) for waterproofing, uti-

V-fin
The V-fin films
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lizing hydraulic pressure to achieve a waterproof purpose.

At last, the camera is placed into the waterproof box, and the

waterproof box is then mounted onto the V-fin's bottom to

begin the underwater photography.

II. The experiment utilizes a Pantex Optio 43RW digital camera,

which offers an excellent waterproofing capability, with the

camera set to a filming mode of 640x480 animated mode,

where the films per second (fps) is at 15 frames.  By using a 1

Gigabyte SD memory card, coordinated with a 2400mAh

battery, the fps is tune to 3, and the camera is capable of film-

ing 155 minutes continuously.

Part III Experiment process and findings

Upon contacting the Hengtsuen Maritime Patrol Corps, the

experiment is slated for May 23, 2005, as a 10-member Central

Police University and National Taiwan University research team

arrives on the scene at the Hengtsuen Maritime Patrol Corps at

8:00AM of the scheduled date, and upon meeting with deputy

Corps commander Hsu Kuang-rong and patrol boat crew pre-

senting the research flow of the entire expedition, the boat sets

sail at 8:30AM, and arrives at the filming site at 8:50, where the

researchers begin to load the gears, with the curriculum instruc-

tor providing guidance on the side.  The  crew  help out

enthusiastically, and upon loading the gears, the experiment

proceeds with the following stages,

I. Watertight testing of the camera and waterproof box

At 9:18, as the test proceeds, the site measures 10m in water

depth, where a test filming of five minutes has been conducted,

and the result indicates that the waterproof box has not seeped,

and the camera is capable of capturing the coral images

underwater.

II. Testing the filming performance of the submersible V-fin

At 9:34, the camera and waterproof box are mounted to the sub-

mersible V-fin; the V-fin is launched into the water, with the boat

speed tugging at 0 to 4 knots, sailing at a water depth of approx.

10m.  The underweight  belly has made the V-fin gliding on wa-

ter surface with the belly up.  9:41, the V-fin is retrieved and re-

Relevant materials used
in the experiment.
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launched with buoy; this time the V-fin glides in a steadfast man-

ner for approx. 50 seconds at a boat speed of 4 knots, making it

feasible to film the undersea image, where as affected by the

ocean, the images are nearly in blue, and the impact is lessened

when buoyed near the water surface; the V-fin is retrieved once

again at 9:47.

III. Testing the filing performance of the buoyant V-fin

At 10:20, the filming switches to the buoyant V-fin, working on a

5 - 10m water depth, at a boat speed of 0 - 4 knots, tugging with

a low-speed buoy of approx. 1 knot to keep the V-fin balanced

without toppling.   When tugging the V-fin at an accelerated

speed, it tends to lead to the V-fin's flipping with its belly side

up, which is deduced to be a light head-load.  10:30, the V-fin is

retrieved and weighed down with a lead block in front.  10:45,

the V-fin is re-launched, first tugging at a low speed for 2 min-

utes for steadiness before the speed picks up to 4 knots, where

the V-fin is seen traversing steadily at a water depth of 10m.  All

coral images captured in near distance have been very clear.  11:

04, the V-fin is retrieved and the ship returns to the dock, fol-

lowed by a lunch break.

IV. The use of buoyant V-fin for extended continuous filming:

At 1:00PM following a short session of discussion and revision, a

decision is made to tug the V-fin using steel cable at 1:40, work-

ing at a water depth of 10-25m, at a boat speed of 0 - 4 knots, with

5m cable trailing.  At a water depth of 20m, with the V-fin only

17m from the target, only vague contours could be made out.  As

the water gets shallower, the image clarity and resolution be-

come better and better.  Upon tugging it for around six minutes,

the conditions get better; at 1:47, the V-fin is recalled.

Part IV Conclusion and reflection

I. Conclusion

(I) Tugged at a speed of 0 to 4 knots, the faster the angle be

tween the rope and the water surface would become larger.

It appears to be near a 45-degree angle when sailing at a four

nautical mile speed, and near a 30-degree angle when sailing

at a 7 nautical mile speed as the angle becomes smaller as the

V-fin speed picks up. The V-fin is however able to sail

smoothly at a low speed when the boat is navigating at a one

nautical mile, but tends to lose balance and capsize as swayed

by the waves sailing at a 2 nautical mile speed, while the V-

fin is able to move forward smoothly underwater sailing at a

3 nautical speed or faster.

(II) There is a need to redesign the waterproof box, for the higher

hydraulic pressure in deeper water could led to fracturing

the waterproof box, leaving it to reply on the camera's wa-

terproofing function.  Yet during the last time of the extended

filming, the camera has eventually given out due to exceed-

ing the range of waterproofing capability, and the battery

also exhibits signs of charred burns, and the files stored on
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the SD memory chips have been damaged as well, to pose

certain regrets.  In the future, better waterproof camera

should be adopted, or perhaps deploy a camera waterproof

case to improve the waterproofing.

1. The closer to the coral clusters the better the filming

results would become; however, when too close, the im-

ages inadvertently become blurry, most probably from

swift angular changes, and at risk of impacting objects at

seabed.  Whereas the colors become indistinguishable

when the camera is operated in long-range shots.  The

experiment findings show an ideal experiment depth to

be at around 5 to 15m.

2. When launching the V-fin, it is prudent to keep watch the

changes in water depth and the release of the rope to avoid

creating hazard.

II. Reflection

(I) The experiment has been a huge success, with impressive

results as well that might not have been fully covered in this

writing; given continued improvement, the device can serve

as a large-area, mobile underwater photography working

platform, which when applied to frigates of Coast Guard Ad-

ministration could greatly enhance the vessel's underwater

reconnaissance capability, presenting innumerable yield to

maritime rescue, ocean disaster rescue, fishery resource

planning, oceanic environment conservation and preserva-

tion among others.

(II) Starting from the initial experiment planning at the drawing

board to the final field execution, our study team, led by our

curriculum professor Chen Shien-wen, has had several brain-

storming sessions with Taiwan University postgraduate stu-

dents in various discussions and simulations, where they have

encouraged us to test out our ideas, making us more aware of

treasuring the sweet research fruit despite all the hardship.

(III) Having studied at the Central Police University for close to a

year, I am keenly aware of the scare resources in the local

marine study filed, given that there are only three marine

study vessels in Taiwan at the present time, and the demand

over supply scenario does leave the researchers very little time

to launch their annual field studies.  As bound by circum-

stantial restricts, many researchers turn to outfitting less

equipped fishing boats using rental equipment to conduct

scientific study and ocean environment survey.  On the other,

by assessing how the Coast Guard Administration operates

over 100 boats and ships, given that they be open to collabo-

rate with the academic sector, the potential yield not only

promises a chance for Coast Guard associates to partake

oceanographic and marine studies to excel their knowledge

in the ocean environment, but also a greatly yield in relevant

academic study, warranting the feasibility to be a probable

cause in the Coast Guard Administration's future operational
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consideration.
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V-fin 10 7
The buoyant V-fin dives to 10m underwater and takes photos at a
7m range.

V-fin 10
Images photographed at a 10m depth underwater using submers-
ible V-fin.

The camera contained in waterproof box is placed underwa-
ter for photographing the corals, intended to test the state of
watertight sealing.


